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Abstract

This article examines Catholic theologian W.T. Cavanaugh’s influential 1995 article, “A Fire Strong Enough to Consume the House.” Here Cavanaugh asserts that the modern democratic, liberal state – in which the Church is largely privatized – is, at its basis, rooted in a rejection of Christian values. This rejection, Cavanaugh argues, legitimizes itself through a fraudulent historical argument: that political liberalism, with the “state as Savior,” was necessary to bring peace between the warring factions of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries “Wars of Religion.” This article disagrees both with Cavanaugh’s history and his political theology. Instead, it roots modern political liberalism in Christian history. The tragedy is that this political liberalism has loosed itself from its roots and forgotten its debt to the Church. Nevertheless, contrary to Cavanaugh, the article argues both for the legitimacy of the modern state and for the necessity of Christian participation in it.
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Cavanaugh’s Aversion to the Modern State, a Response

Introduction

W.T. Cavanaugh, co-editor of the Blackwell Companion to Political Theology, wants a vibrant church making a vital difference in the public square. His 1995 article “‘A Fire Strong Enough to Consume the House’: The Wars of Religion and the Rise of the State” laments that the Church’s prevailing strategy is far too tame and ineffective. Instead of merely “encouraging Christians to get off the sidelines and into the game,” something far more radical is needed: a complete tearing down of the current mythology of the state.

In arguing his case, Cavanaugh’s article makes:

- first, an historical point, that modern (16th- & 17th-century) liberalism, birthed out of the “Wars of Religion,” gave rise to a new type of public power, the state, which incorporated a radical new relationship between the Church and the State, thereby injuriously reversing Christianity’s historical trajectory;
- second, a political-historical point, that the modern liberal state’s claim to have been the peacemaker between warring religious factions is an untruth masking its invidious real purpose – the “taming of religion”;
- third, a theological-political point, that political liberalism has used all this to foist upon us a new, narrowed definition of religion that is anemically privatized and defanged of public significance, a move which can only be resisted by theologically-informed re-envisioning of the church as an alternative public space.

This paper will take the position that Cavanaugh is wildly overstated in each of his claims. It will disagree with Cavanaugh, not in his tearing down the “current mythology of the state” but in his accepting it in the first place. That is, there is a “contest of narratives” going on as to the very birth of modern liberal democracy: some credit religion-rejecting secularism for its birth, while others credit Christianity. Cavanaugh holds to the first interpretation, and he is not alone in this. Duke theologian Stanley Hauerwas (under whom Cavanaugh did his PhD), philosopher Alasdair MacIntyre and Anglican theologian John Milbank are influential voices, all showering “abuse” upon modern democracy and “outbidding [each other] in a rhetoric of excess.” For these thinkers, modernity and the rise of the modern liberal state are rooted in the rejection of true religion; it is a “scene dominated by vicious individualism in the epoch after virtue ceases to matter.”

Others hold to an entirely different narrative. Yale philosopher Wolterstorff stoutly defends liberal democracy as “born out of the seed-bed of biblical Christianity.” Similarly, Brian Tierney, Cornell’s Professor of Medieval History, and Peter Gamseym, Cambridge’s Professor of History of Classical Antiquity, root modern liberalism’s “natural rights” thinking in orthodox Christianity. Richard Ashcraft, UCLA professor of political science, also supports this line of interpretation by refuting the idea that Locke – a bête noire for Cavanaugh/Hauerwas et al. in ushering in the modern secular era –
was a secularist. Ashcraft argues instead for the “architectonic importance of theology” as “a constant feature of Locke’s thought.”

The argument is important; while debated by academics, it is more than simply academic. It determines one’s entire stance to our present politics: Is it redeemable and therefore worth our involvement, or should it be jettisoned entirely for an altogether different alternative? Wolterstorff observes, “Christians are thoroughly confused today as to whether liberal democracy is a good thing.” How, when confused about the very legitimacy of the modern state, can Evangelicals be “salt and light” in it?

Cavanaugh’s views are important here because they are influential. Gavin D’Costa, a Roman Catholic theologian at Bristol University, refers to Cavanaugh in his highly respected Christianity and World Religions (2009). In D’Costa’s section on “modernity” and its characteristics, he essentially reproduces Cavanaugh’s entire argument. D’Costa freely acknowledges his debt, saying, “I draw heavily upon William Cavanaugh’s Theopolitical Imagination … [for] this alternative narrative.” In Anglican circles, Cavanaugh has been praised by Archbishop Rowan Williams as “a brilliant commentator on the theological fault lines lying beneath the surface of the modern political disease.” And Elizabeth Phillips, who lectures in the Faculty of Divinity, University of Cambridge, UK, also recognizes the importance of Cavanaugh’s contribution in her 2012 reader on political theologies. Here, she looks to him for her very definition of the term “political theology.”

Cavanaugh, then, understands the birth of liberal democracy and the modern state to be a rejection of the West’s Christian heritage. This paper, by contrast, holds that the modern liberal democratic state is an expression of that Christian heritage which, over time, has been first rejected, then forgotten. These two very different perspectives will be evident below in addressing each of Cavanaugh’s points: historical, political-historical and theological-political.

Response

Historical point

Cavanaugh’s narrowly historical point is that the 16th- and 17th-century Wars of Religion triggered a new phenomenon in Western history: it “gave rise to quite new developments in the configuration of civil power” which “invert[ed] the dominance of the ecclesiastical over the civil authorities.” This claim of historical novelty is central to his argument; his political and theological claims ride on the back of his historical claim. If his history fails, his political-theological propositions fail. That is, if the 16th- and 17th-century inversion of power was not new but was actually a commonplace in earlier Christendom, then, of course, it is no revolutionarily new development. And if it is no revolutionarily new development, then it is not, as Cavanaugh implies, a betrayal of Christianity’s sacred history nor a overturning of its hallowed tradition. And here precisely is the problem: this inversion of power was not new. Ever since the dawn of Christendom with the Emperor Constantine’s accession to power in 312 AD, the church had been locked in a power struggle with the civil authorities, often finding itself subject to their dominance.
Indeed, Fr. Hugo Rahner, the renowned church historian, argues that Constantine “as the true heir of imperial religious policy could not conceive support apart from the Church’s submission.” And Yale historian K.S. Latourette points out that “with Constantine … a movement … had begun … for the domination of the Church by the Emperor and which made the Church an instrument of the state.” Civil dominance of the ecclesial realm was, then, a fact of life. Indeed, the 16th- and 17th-century inversion of power to which Cavanaugh refers seems more a return to pre-11th century normality, than a 17th-century novelty and abnormality.

For his novelty argument, Cavanaugh uses the medieval period as his benchmark. More specifically, he uses the “High Middle Ages” from 1050-1400. It was only then that “the Church was the supreme common power.” But this in itself was a novel development. Prior to this, in the “Early Middle Ages” (500-1050AD), the Church had never even sought civil dominance. Rather it sought, first, ecclesiastical freedom from civil interference and, second – as expressed in Pope Gelasius’ historic letter of 494 – jurisdictional authority over its own ecclesial field. Gelasius defended a concept of dual rulership, dividing civil from religious – with each having its own authority. Not superiority but complementary, co-ordinate powers was the Gelasian goal. Moreover, after the fall of the Roman Empire, Christendom’s ruling dynasties – whether the Merovingians of the sixth through eighth centuries, the Carolingians of the eighth and ninth, and the Ottonians of the tenth and eleventh – continued on with the Constantinian tendency to “exercise tight control over the Church.” The Ottonian rulers even took it upon themselves to appoint popes. Indeed, twenty-one of the twenty-five popes who held office during the hundred years prior to 1059 “were directly appointed by emperors.” Civil dominance was the order of the day. The Gelasian dual-rulership had, after the collapse of Charlemagne’s empire, given way to a monopoly of rulership by the civil branch. This is the opposite of the “dominance of the ecclesiastical over the civil authorities” which Cavanaugh claims held sway.

But with the eleventh century came a change. Especially under Pope Gregory VII (1073-85) did the Church begin to roll back “the custom throughout Europe” whereby “lay influence was everywhere in the Church.” Civil rulers had grown accustomed to choosing bishops, enriching them with great fiefs and investing them with the ring and pastoral staff that symbolized episcopal office. Gregory VII said no. He refused to grant lay rulers the right to invest bishops. But he went further. Not content with simply re-establishing the equilibrium between secular and sacred powers, his reforms even implied the “absorption of the State by the Church.” Oliver O’Donovan explains:

The principal thrust … of Gregorian apologetic was to redefine the equilibrium. But there was a new emphasis, breaking with the idea of equilibrium. Spiritual rule must have priority over secular. The reformers advanced new claims for the pope to exercise juridical supremacy, with the right to depose apostate rulers and to absolve Christian subjects from their oaths of allegiance. It had been a commonplace of the Gelasian idea that the responsibility of the clergy was more weighty than that of secular princes, since they would answer for the souls of princes before Christ’s throne. But this was now transformed into a constitutional supremacy.
Due to these later Gregorian developments, Cavanaugh can with some accuracy describe the civil authority’s role in medieval times as merely "the police department of the Church." But this description applies only to the High Middle Ages from eleventh-century Gregorian times onwards. Were he to expand his historical frame to include the entire Christendom era from Constantine onwards, his alleged new development would be anything but new; it would simply be a return to pre-Gregorian normalcy.

**Political-historical point**

Cavanaugh’s second point is a political-historical one: he a) seeks to undermine enthusiasm for the modern liberal state by b) denying its claim to be a peacemaker among warring confessional factions, and by c) denying – though with some unacknowledged ambiguity – that religion was to blame for the Religious Wars of the 16th and 17th centuries. Cavanaugh denies “religion” was responsible, putting the responsibility squarely at the feet of the civil rulers instead. Cavanaugh is right, of course, that raw power politics bears significant responsibility for these Wars of Religion. However, he overstates his case. To dismiss religion as a major contributor in these wars is simply counter-factual – and frankly anachronistic, given the religious motivations and purposes plainly in view. Moreover, to deny that states contributed significantly to peacemaking is equally counter-factual.

Cavanaugh’s attempt to deny religion’s responsibility for these wars does not square with biographies of the participants of the day. While not remotely denying their civil ambitions, it is clear that many of these civil rulers were also motivated by religious considerations. Indeed, this mix of religious and civil motivations is unsurprising, given that Europe was then emerging from three centuries of Christendom in which the fusion of civil and religious duties was a foundational feature.

Cavanaugh himself admits that rulership notions of the day typically combined the religious with the political. He writes, for instance, that the “sixteenth century maintained the conception of a single body." But this was essentially a theological notion! Moreover, this theological notion was central to the argument that the State had a duty to maintain a unified religion – an argument that pushed the State to support one religion over another. But Cavanaugh never seems to draw the obvious conclusion: that genuinely religious notions were seriously implicated in the Wars of Religion.

These religious motivations were clearly at work right across Christendom. We see them in Luther’s opponent, the Habsburg emperor Charles V, a man described as personally devout and as “thoroughly imbued with the Spanish type of piety ... which ... believes ... that ‘powder against the infidels is incense to the Lord.’” This is the Charles who abdicated his throne at the end of his life for a monastic cell. We see these motivations too in the Habsburg emperor Ferdinand II, whom Cavanaugh lists as yet another example of a realpolitik-driven-politico in his sparking both the Thirty Years’ War (1618-1648) and the Austrian Counter-Reformation. Ironically, Ferdinand II is almost the classic case exemplifying the opposite of Cavanaugh’s thesis. He is widely recognized by historians as a zealous religionist largely moved in his political decisions by his deeply-held religious faith; historians “agree: the emperor’s Catholic convictions...
amounted to a consuming passion.” 39 Then next door, in France, with the Wars of Religion roiling the country from 1562-1629, religion was also a crucial factor. Indeed, Mack Holt’s contends “that the series of French civil wars … was a conflict fought primarily over the issue of religion” and not, as so often argued, with “religion only as a pretext.” 40 Across the Channel is yet another example. Henry VIII’s staunchly Catholic daughter, Mary Tudor, was known as “Bloody Mary” for her reign’s (1553-1558) unique distinction: “nowhere in contemporary Christendom[,] not even in Spain[,] were so many men and women burned for their opinions.” 41 Her determination to have the evangelical bishops Cranmer, Ridley and Latimer burnt at the stake was not primarily motivated, Oxford historian MacCulloch points out, by their alleged political treason; rather, it was because they “had committed a far more serious crime … ha[ving] led the whole realm into heresy.” 42 Cavanaugh, in denying these religious motivations and explaining them away as essentially politically motivated, actually ends up doing what he initially explicitly disavowed: the “mak[ing] a facile reduction of religion to more mundane concerns.” 43 This is not helpful.

Cavanaugh ignores the reality of religion’s influence in two ways. First, as noted above, he downplays the religious motivations of civil rulers. Second, he downplays the role of religious leaders themselves who actively sought political support for their religious reformations, thereby stoking the 16th- and 17th-century Wars of Religion. In Germany, Luther’s reformation only advanced because he deliberately involved the civil rulers. Early on he concluded that the bishops and clergy had “refused to do their duty.” Consequently, he sent out his “Address … to the Christian Nobility of the German Nation, respecting a Reformation” (1520) seeking to enlist those German nobles in his cause. He noted with thanksgiving that they “had recently offered their armed assistance.” 44 He gladly accepted this. Thus it is that even a historian sympathetic to Luther’s cause could conclude, “The Lutheran Reformers handed the work of re-organization largely over to them [the princes], and thus unwittingly introduced a caesaropapacy.” 45

Similarly in Switzerland, Calvin’s work of reforming a “model theocracy in Geneva” was only possible because he worked hand-in-glove with the civil rulers, the Council of Two Hundred. 46 And elsewhere in Switzerland, Zwingli died in the prime of life on the battlefield, leading out his Zürchers against the Catholic Forest Cantons who opposed his reforms. Zwingli quite clearly “counseled … the forcible introduction of the Reformed religion into the territory of the Catholic Forest Cantons (1531).” 47

None of this combining of religion with politics meant they were not sincere religious reformers. To them, their involving of government actually strengthened their claim to be religiously serious. Government too had a duty to God. They understood religious duty to mean they “extended the authority and duty of civil government to both Tables of the Law.” 48 The Reformers and their contemporaries “had no idea of toleration” such that “even Servetus” – the heretic arrested, tried and condemned to death at Calvin’s behest – “himself admitted that incorrigible obstinacy and malice [in heresy] deserved death.” 49 He agreed heretics should be punished; he just did not think he was a heretic! These Reformers, then, worked closely with the civil authorities in forming the very
governmental policies which resulted in the Wars of Religion. Religion was very much involved, Cavanaugh’s claim notwithstanding.

Lastly, in arguing his political-historical point, Cavanaugh denies that these civil states contributed to peacemaking. This can be addressed cursorily. First, it is undeniable that it was the states that struck the various peace treaties (both the Peace of Augsburg (1555) and the Peace of Westphalia (1648)) which terminated various religious wars. If striking a peace treaty is not contributing to peace, then it is difficult to know just what is. Second, Cavanaugh’s essay does not actually argue that civil rulers did not strike a peace; his real argument is that it is they that caused the war, therefore cancelling out the validity of any peace settlement they subsequently reached. But this is a complete non-sequitur. To assert the one does not imply the negation of the other. Both war-making and peace-making can and do co-exist. While states should be faulted for their war-mongering, they should be equally credited for their peacemaking. Cavanaugh labors to place all the blame on the state. But both religion and politics were to blame for the strife; both were also responsible for the peace.

*Theological-political point*

Cavanaugh advances both his historical and political-historical claims above as the foundation for his final and central claim – that the state executed its power grab, thereby sideling the Church, by successfully hoodwinking the Church into swallowing a baseless theological-political claim. This theological-political claim had two components: First, the state’s radical redefinition of the very notion of religion; second, the state presenting itself as “Savior.” Cavanaugh then claims the solution to all this lies in re-discovering the Church as the alternative “real” public space. Each of these assertions errs at fundamental points.

**Error #1: ‘religion’s’ redefinition overstated**

First, then, Cavanaugh argues that “What is at issue behind these wars is the creation of ‘religion’ as a set of beliefs which is defined as personal conviction and which can exist separately from one’s public loyalty to the State” and whereby “Religion moves from a virtue to a set of propositions.” Cavanaugh supports his case by a lengthy etymological discussion of the term “religion” – first arguing that term “religion” was rare before these centuries and, second, arguing that this novel term was then filled with false meaning. “Religion” was allegedly now understood as an “interiorized … set of privately held beliefs without direct political relevance.”

Cavanaugh’s argument is here unconvincing. On the one hand, it gives far too much credit to the civil rulers to portray them as clever etymological specialists, subtly redefining terms and foisting this off on gullible theologians. On the other hand, it is simply inaccurate to claim, as Cavanaugh does, that “Religion moves from a virtue to a set of propositions.” Propositions have always been key to the Christian religion. Ever since Paul instructed Timothy to “watch your life and doctrine closely” (I Tim. 4:16), the Church has always valued both lifestyle and concepts. The church’s long history of pursuing creeds, confessions and even heresy trials testifies to that. Roman Catholic theologian Gavin D’Costa rebuts William Cantwell Smith’s – a main source for
Cavanaugh in this article – idea that “in pre-modern time ‘religion’ was an inward piety” and that “[o]nly in the modern period does it become associated with ‘beliefs, practices, and values’.” Augustine was no modern figure, yet D’Costa points out, “To say that ‘religion’ does not include a system of true beliefs for Augustine is simply false…. There is not only inner piety and theism, but a robust Trinitarian confession of belief.”

It is equally inaccurate to claim, as Cavanaugh does, that “Religion is no longer a matter of certain bodily practices … but is limited to the realm of the ‘soul.’” So interiorizing religion as to render one’s actions irrelevant was the old gnostic heresy, which all orthodox Christians of the day, whether Catholic or Protestant, rejected.

Lastly, Cavanaugh claims that the religious arrangement settling the Wars of Religion was achieved by the “privatization” of religion, a claim that flies in the face of the very settlement mechanism used, i.e. *cuius regio, eius religio*. This Latin phrase meaning “Whose realm, his religion,” meant that the religion of the ruler dictated the religion of the ruled. This territoriality principle was absolutely central to both the Peace of Augsburg (1555) and the later Peace of Westphalia (1648). But this is the polar opposite of privatizing religion. In fact, the private convictions of the individual citizen were dismissed as wholly irrelevant. It was the public, civil ruler around whom the matter turned. Now, one can surely decry this approach is a coercive, manipulative misuse of religion, but one can scarcely call it the privatization of religion. Indeed, the ruler considered religion as *too important* to leave to simple private choice.

Cavanaugh is fully correct to accuse the civil rulers of the 16th and 17th centuries of seeking the “domestication” of the Church, of bringing it into “the service of the State” through “manipulation” under “the dominance of the State.” He errs, however, in attributing this chiefly to definitional trickery – the creation of “religion” – and he errs in seeing this as a uniquely modern phenomenon. The separation of powers between Church (the “religious”) and State (the “civil”) and the struggle between them as to who has dominance over what – this is a struggle as old as Christianity itself.

This becomes even clearer when detailing more fully developments mentioned earlier in this essay: the Church/State struggle from Pope Gelasius’ period through the early Middle Ages up until Pope Gregory VII. Pope Gelasius was the author of the famous formula, “there are two by which this world is governed, the sacred authority of priests and the royal power.” He explained his formula in a letter of 488, even before he became Pope:

In religious matters it is for him [the emperor] to learn, not teach. He has the privileges of his position granted him by God for the governance of the state, but … he cannot interfere in matters of Faith. God has willed that it is the duty of bishops, not of civil authorities, to govern the Church.

The wrestle between Church and State is clear here. Each is wrestling to establish their own jurisdiction, defending themselves from intrusions by the other. This Gelasian formula was used down the centuries, with adaptations along the way by contributors such as ninth century bishop Jonas of Orléans. The next significant development occurred under Pope Gregory VII in the 11th century. Gregory VII claimed “juridical
supremacy” for the papacy over civil government, the right to “depose emperor[s]” and to “absolve subjects” from their duty of civil loyalty. Presumably, this would be too much even for Cavanaugh. Even some contemporaries of Gregory’s, such as papal mentor Bernard of Clairvaux (1090-1153), felt a deep ambivalence about papal overreach.

On the one hand, Bernard wrote his “spiritual son” Pope Eugenius III, and “rebuked ... the papacy for their preoccupation with legal and political affairs.” On the other hand, Bernard fully supported the papacy’s right to direct coercive, governmental force. In his Treatise on Consideration, written for Pope Eugenius in 1153, Bernard tells the pope:

Nevertheless, he who would deny that the sword belongs to thee, has not, as I conceive, sufficiently weighed the words of the Lord ... to Peter, “Put up thy sword in the scabbard.” (John 18:11) For it is here plainly implied that even the material sword is thine, to be drawn at thy bidding, although not by thy hand.... We can therefore conclude that both swords, namely the spiritual and the material, belong to the Church, and that although only the former is to be wielded by her own hand, the two are to be employed in her service ... by the authority and will of the priest and by the direct command of the emperor.  

Bernard of Clairvaux’s the-Church-has-both-swords stance, while being Catholicism’s majority stance in the post-Gregorian centuries, was not the only Catholic voice. French Dominican theologian John of Paris (1250-1306) – a “proto-modern” whose importance is “difficult to overestimate” – argued against it. In his On Royal and Papal Power, John of Paris took the position that in “the Gospels, six powers were granted to the Apostles and disciples,” all of which were “spiritual”; nowhere was there a “power to coerce” except as to “excommunication,” as indicated in Mt. 18:17. Therefore, “[W]here a king offends in spiritual matters like faith and marriage ... which fall to ecclesiastical jurisdiction,” the pope can admonish and excommunicate, “But the pope may inflict no further penalties.”

John of Paris’ line of thinking was broadly followed by the Spanish Dominican theologian Francisco de Vitoria (1483-1546), the Spanish Jesuit Francisco Suárez (1548-1617) and the Italian Jesuit Cardinal Robert Bellarmine (1542-1621). These too rejected the “unrestricted, universal, temporal power” of the papacy while admitting an (admittedly problematic) “indirect” temporal power. John Courtney Murray points out the variety of strands within Catholic theology as it came to grips with the issue of Church and State:

In Catholic terms, of course, the cardinal question is that of the spiritual authority of the Church over the temporal—its bases, extension, fields and manner of exercise, techniques of effectiveness, etc. This is an ancient question, with a complicated history; in the details of its answer there has never been, nor is there yet, complete uniformity of view. Writing in the sixteenth century, St. Robert Bellarmine said: “The fact that there is in the Pope a power in regard of temporal affairs is not a matter of opinion but of certainty among Catholics; although there is no lack of disputes over what kind and manner of power it is.”

“What kind and manner of power it is” – but that makes all the difference! Precisely here, Murray points out, “there has never been ... uniformity of view.” Cavanaugh neglects this wide disparity within Catholic theology when he contrasts the old view with the radical newness of 16th- and 17th-century political theology. Cavanaugh’s contrast...
assumes a uniformity that simply did not exist. Without this assumption, his argument for the re-definition of "religion" falls apart.

**Error #2: state as “Savior” overstated**

Second, Cavanaugh errs in identifying the problem he is attacking – that the state claims to be the “Savior” of its people. In using the term “Savior,” Cavanaugh does not mean it loosely or metaphorically, but in its strictest, religious sense. This is clear when he alleges that the state’s “supposedly 'secular' political theory is really theology in disguise built upon a soteriology of rescue from violence.” It is clearer still when he adds that the state supplants the gospel with “a heretical theology of salvation,” then adding that “the modern state is but a false copy of the Body of Christ.” This is wildly overstated. A state’s aspirations after temporal peace and order cannot automatically be equated with the transcendental aspirations implied in the word “salvation.”

His main reasoning seems to be that “the Christian story of creation, fall, and redemption” centers on “the loss and regaining of a primal unity” such that “salvation is essentially a matter of making peace among competing individuals.” Therefore, the State, by assuming a “monopoly on the means of violence” and using it to bring peace among competing individuals, is acting as “savior.” But this does not follow. Savior and salvation are strong words. When used in a strict, theological setting – as Cavanaugh does – they imply transcendent claims impinging on the unique role of Christ himself. But this is simply not what the state is doing. Not every referee in a boxing match, nor mediator in a border dispute between neighbors can be accused of pretensions of saviorhood simply because they seek, in Cavanaugh’s words, to “make peace between competing individuals.” In both cases, they aim at a limited, temporal peace rather than an ultimate, eternal peace with God. Similarly, the state only aims at a limited, temporal peace.

Cavanaugh’s radical theological assessment of the State (as heretically assuming a substitute Savior role) leads him to an equally radical political assessment: that the modern state is illegitimate. To be clear: He is not just saying that the state has serious flaws in both its execution and make-up (one could agree); he is suggesting it is fundamentally illegitimate. Cavanaugh does this by approvingly citing the sociologist Charles Tilly’s article, “War Making and State Making as Organized Crime.” He especially likes Tilly’s comparison of “the State’s monopoly on legitimate violence with the protection rackets run by the friendly neighborhood mobster.” Here, Tilly claims, “the main difference between Uncle Sam and the Godfather is that the latter did not enjoy the peace of mind afforded by official government sanction.” With Tilly’s argument as a backdrop, Cavanaugh then exhorts the Church to beware the “illusion” of “recognizing the legitimacy of the State’s monopoly on coercive authority.” Questioning legitimacy is his focus. In a similar vein, his book *Theopolitical Imagination* condemns Christendom, one of its chief failings being that it “assumed the legitimacy of the nation-state.”

One could argue that Cavanaugh is doing no more than Augustine did in the *City of God* IV:4. Here Augustine cited the captured pirate’s witticism to Alexander the Great, “But
because I do it [raid the seas] with a tiny craft, I’m called a pirate; because you have a mighty navy, you’re called an emperor.” But unlike Cavanaugh, Augustine went on to admit that though the City of Man cannot realize true (complete) justice or true peace, yet it accomplishes “some peace.” Additionally, Augustine went on to grant that for this reason the Heavenly City “does not hesitate to obey the laws of the earthly city.” Furthermore, Augustine went on to say that, “(for whatever divergences there are among the diverse nations, those institutions have one single aim – earthly peace)…. Thus even the Heavenly City … makes use of the earthly peace and defends [it].” That is, Augustine acknowledges the peace-seeking aim of earthly states and approves of the godly who recognize and cooperate with the peace thus provided. In contrast, Cavanaugh calls this state-orchestrated peace an “illusion,” a reversal of the truth: “Indeed the modern State depends on violence, war and preparations for war, to maintain the illusion of social integration.” Cavanaugh faithfully echoes Augustine’s negative assessment of the state while wholly jettisoning his more positive comments.

Cavanaugh’s mistake here is that he confuses the state’s inability to accomplish “complete” justice with the lack of “true” justice. Simply because a state does not do everything, does not mean it does nothing; because it is not heaven, it is not necessarily hell. Here Cavanaugh makes the mistakes of many radicals who demand a transcendence that this world simply will not deliver.

Luke Bretherton, reviewing Cavanaugh’s 2002 book, suggests that “the account of the state is overly negative” – a classic case of British understatement. Cavanaugh’s negativity is actually a theological mistake. That is, Cavanaugh’s denial of state legitimacy seems rooted in a strangely (for a theological thinker) deficient doctrine of divine providence vis-à-vis the state. Nowhere in his works does a Rom. 13 theology surface in which there is a recognition that governing authority has been established by God as his “servant to do you good.” Equally missing is a 1 Tim. 2:2 theology which legitimates a governmental framework in its simple role of enabling “peaceful and quiet lives.” Indeed, the state’s ability to achieve limited, pragmatic “peace and quiet” fails to impress him; he actually decries the “stability” it provides as a mere ploy, a bribe to get the citizens to shut up and submit. Cavanaugh’s theological deficiency here distorts his view of the state, leading him to see conspiracy theories at every turn.

Cavanaugh is every bit the convinced state-conspiracy theorist of the sort more commonly found among right-wingers; his is simply a more sophisticated version. Thus he believes that the modern state – both its practitioners and apologists – deliberately created a new “concept of religion” so that the church could “be manipulated by the sovereign for the benefit of the state”; it has been purposefully “designed to tame the church.” His conspiracy-theory credentials come especially to the fore when he describes, in his Theopolitical Imagination, how the state accomplishes all this: “It is not necessarily that the state directs a conscious conspiracy aimed at … its citizens.” Cavanaugh is not here denying a conspiracy by the state; rather, it is conscious conspiracy that is denied. The conspiracy is so deep that the state need no longer push it consciously; it all proceeds unconsciously. The state has so effectively “co-opted” all the other organs of society (family, unions, churches) into cooperating happily to
“produce the state project,” that they do so without even being aware of it. The lack of evidence for a conscious conspiracy only goes to prove how insidiously effective the conspiracy actually is! This is classic conspiracy thinking. It simply goes too far.

Error #3: his Solution good in its assertion, wrong in its denials
Cavanaugh wants a robust theology of the church. He insists that the solution rests in a Church which refuses to “accede[] to the role of a voluntary association of private citizens,” but instead accepts its role as a legitimate “public space” with its own disciplinary resource. Indeed, all “depends on a recovery of the Church's disciplinary resources … the Church's own practices of binding and loosing.” This is to be applauded. Many could agree with him here: church discipline needs strengthening. However, the very fact that his solution is so acceptable hints at the problem. His real solution is not in what he explicitly asserts, but rather elsewhere in what he implicitly assumes. That is, he assumes that the Church will typically be using its disciplinary machinery against the state rather than in participation with the state. Denying, as he does, the legitimacy of the state, he denies an important role for Christian participation (vs. confrontation) in politics: “Christian 'politics' cannot be the pursuit of influence over the powers, but rather a question of what kind of community disciplines we need to produce people of peace capable of speaking truth to power.” In the end, Cavanaugh’s solution seems to be a pastiche of patristic church discipline, Anabaptist retreat and anarchist denial of state legitimacy. In all this, his negatives are his strongest statements, but they help us the least.

Error #4: his approach too culturally-bound
Lastly, Cavanaugh’s analysis is too culturally-bound. His critiques resonate within the Western church, burdened as it is with a bad conscience regarding its long history of often oppressive Christendom. But Cavanaugh’s critiques have far less relevance when applied to non-Western Christians where there is no history of Christendom. Furthermore, in contrast to Western Christians who comfortable reside in securely-established nation-states, many non-Western Christians live in modernizing states at vulnerable stages of nation-building. In these non-Western settings, Cavanaugh’s challenges to national legitimacy may be missiological and political suicide; very different from Western settings where Cavanaugh’s approach seems stimulating and intriguing, if largely academic. In settings where Christians are suspected of colluding with “foreign devils” as lackeys and “agents of the foreign powers,” to heed Cavanaugh would only further confirm this suspicion. China is a prime example. It was just such suspicions that fed China’s Boxer Rebellion of 1900.

Sensitive to this climate of suspicion, many of China’s Christian reformers of the late 19th and early 20th century focused their efforts not only on the church but equally on national betterment. They sought to be “pioneers in modern education, medicine, media, diplomacy, public leadership roles for women, civic organizations, and social work.” These Christian reformers joined in with their countrymen who, responding to the humiliating military defeats at the hand of Western powers, saw China had to change: “Many urban Chinese came to share an optimistic modernizing agenda, centered on the vision of making China a strong, modern nation-state through …
education, citizenship training, and social reform." This is the opposite of what Cavanaugh advocates.

Rong Hong (1828-1912), the first Chinese to graduate from an American institution of higher education (Yale), was typical on this point. Having become a Christian during his time in the United States, he returned to China with a vision to build his country with "both Western expertise and Christian moral culture." These Chinese Christians wrote articles advocating "Reasons Why Chinese Patriots Should Become Christians" and that "Chinese Christians Should Take the Responsibility to Reform Society." While many of these Chinese Christian reformers worked to "counter the narrow nationalism rampant in Europe and China," yet their "common conviction was that China must adopt the best of Western science and the Christian religion, … in order to survive and to compete in the international system of nation-states dominated by the Western powers." Strengthening and supporting the nation-state was central to their vision and purpose.

It is difficult to conceive that Cavanaugh, with his fundamental challenge to the very legitimacy of the modern nation-state, could support any of this. But this suggests not so much the prophetically insightful nature of his approach as its cultural limitations. My vote goes with these Chinese Christian reformers.

**Conclusion**

Cavanaugh is not simply wrong, he is wrong in important ways. Cavanaugh’s first (historical) point, that the state worked to overturn all of Christianity’s past by seeking to "invert the dominance of the ecclesiastical over the civil authorities" is not only wrong, but tragically so. We are led off into some conspiracy theory whereby the state pulls all the levers behind the scenes. This does not aid sober analysis. Yes, the state has sinned. No, all of Christian history has not been reversed. No, the Church has not been unknowingly duped at every point. This sort of analysis blinds its adherents to the fact that modernity, including its political liberalism, is actually "the child of Christianity … [though] prodigal," that it was largely Christians who provided the key raw materials enabling the West’s current political make-up, and that therefore hope exists that faithful political engagement today can bring improvement tomorrow.

Cavanaugh’s second (political-historical) point, denying root and branch any state pretensions to peacemaking is biblically erroneous – surely the state’s essential calling is to be a peacemaker. Equally, it is philosophically harmful in its delegitimizing of the state. Cold realism is helpful; over-heated demonization is not. If only Cavanaugh had stuck to his more moderate claim, that of puncturing secular presumptions and showing that "the separation of the Church from power did nothing to stanch the flow of blood," one could have cheered him on. But he simply cannot resist the big prize, the more sensational point that it is the state itself that is the essential source of our problems and our wars. Here he neglects the regrettable fact that animosity and wars are part of our fallen human nature; even traditional, small-scale societies prior to the modern state...
could be equally warlike, if not actually *more* so. People are the problem, not just the states they create.

Cavanaugh’s third (theological-political) point, that political liberalism has radically redefined religion, is simply wrong historically and theologically. This re-definition, in the way he states it, simply never happened as a matter of history. Moreover, his theological point, that the state is a false “Savior” supplanting the gospel with “a heretical theology of salvation” such that God-honoring “Christian ‘politics’ cannot be the pursuit of influence over the powers” is also wrong. It is wrong because, while possessing a vigorous doctrine of the Fall, it lacks an equally vigorous doctrine of Creation and Providence. As a result, it is too quick to shout “No!” to the state. It is always in the negative and simply does not have the theological resources to ever say “Yes.” But surely the God of creation and redemption says “Yes” to his creation, even if fallen. This inability critically handicaps Cavanaugh’s otherwise energetic essay.
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See Jared Diamond, UCLA professor of geography at the University of California, a member of the National Academy of Sciences, and a Pulitzer prize winning author (for his Guns, Germs, and Steel), who argues that “Average values for modern states … of war-related death rates … are about one-tenth of average traditional values [traditional small-scale societies]”. (J. Diamond The World Until Yesterday: What Can We Learn from Traditional Societies? 2012:2445-2465)
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